The Ultimate LED Surgical Light

Skytron brings today’s most advanced technologies to the Aurora 3 Series surgical lights, giving you everything you need for
quality patient care. Intensity, focus and positioning are controlled from the center sterile handle and allow you to comfortably
achieve the visibility required for every procedure.
As one of latest advancements in surgical lighting technology, the Aurora 3 is designed to deliver a higher standard of safety
and efficiency. With the unique Vertically Segmented Reflector Design (VSRD), the lights reduce shadows and give you a clear,
homogenous spot. In addition, the 360° rotation, stunning color accuracy and selectable color temperature allow flexibility
and precision, while the energy-efficient LEDs now feature an expected life of 40,000 hours.
The Aurora 3 Series combines today’s most sophisticated technology and eco-friendly operation into one light. Best of all, the
reliable performance allows you to keep your focus on the patient.

360° rotation
Prewired arms for Precision
HD in-light video camera

Sterile surgeon control positioning,
focus and intensity

LEDs deliver a crisp light
while reflectors split each beam
into overlapping rays, reducing
shadows and creating a homogeneous spot.

Wall intensity unit with
color temperature control

Skytron Aurora 3 LED lights offer multiple configurations for every application.

Single, Dual and Triple Configurations

Optional Display Arms

Ergon Skyboom Center
and Center Tandem Mounts

Extended Arms

Mobile Stand

Optional Precision HD
High Definition Camera

By rotating the sterile handle, the surgeon can achieve
maximum intensity at any distance without moving
the lighthead.

Selectable color temperature for every procedure
based upon each surgeon’s individual needs and
preferences.

4,500K Color Temperature
(Bright White)

4,100K Color Temperature
(Soft White)

Contact your Skytron Distributor Representative for a consultation on which Skytron
lighting configuration will work best for you.
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About Skytron Skytron is a privately
held company specializing in capital equipment that
drives efficiency in today's healthcare facilities. Our
5085 Corporate Exchange Blvd. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
1.800.SKYTRON (759-8766)
email: info@skytron.us
www.skytron.us

surgical tables, surgical & exam lighting, booms,
video integration systems and other products help
hospitals around the world work better. To learn
more, visit our website at www.skytron.us.
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